
Lecture 8 Memory

= In-class remember words experiment
- First 7 last more likely remembered
- Implant memory because of semantic meaning

* Neural network similar concept activate related concepts

- ambignous reconstruction of what happoned
using limited

memoryMusions

* Atkinson-Shiffin memory model
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* Level of Processing - More wes, more connections a deeper processing
- words: structual, semantie, personal, generation, phonetic
- desinable aficulty: force deeper processing!

= Reading waving text lead to beter comprehention

#2 Retrieval # LIM
* Retrieval changes memory!

Retrieve = process incomplete info a re-encode (stranger, but less accurate)
- Tests reinforce memory
- Harder the retrievel, stranger the retried patway afer reencade.

* Interleaving effect
= Make pol learn ideats painter

=pol learn beter

- So attemate between subjects when sudying!

1. show mixed

2. show separately

#3 Forgetting
Forgetting

it away?
* Why Forget ?

- Decay theory - sometime washes
Interference theory (probably due to last cue)

- Retroactive: new memory replaces old- Proactive : old new

* Retrieval Induced Forgetting
= remember words, practise; hatf
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#4 False Memory and Bias
Guessing what's in Prof's ofice (witent having been there)

is same process as encoding in memory!

* Memony is mallable to suggestible!
* Asking ppl to recall deferently

they reencode diferently.
-> Witness fake info

"how many pol on the side with stop sigh"

> make ppt fill in deferent gap

got it

not actually there
Is but now they remember there's a stop sigh

* Memory bias; remembered difernly baed. attitude
* Flashbulb memory: pol think they remember that momeat

exacthy (trammatic moment, 9ll, ete.)
> After challager explion

- P-ychologists astthe day after
- Ppl say I'll never forget
- 2 years later ask agäin

same personsays absolutely confident remamber
some say offrent things
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